CleanTag® Small RNA Library Preparation
for Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)
The ability to conduct small RNA sequencing with very low sample inputs and without PAGE purification would greatly
accelerate high throughput small RNA sequencing at genomic core facilities. TriLink CleanTag® Small RNA Library
Preparation Kit accomplishes this by dramatically reducing adapter dimer formation eliminating the need for PAGE
purification for sample inputs as low as 1 ng and enabling sequencing at single cell levels (10 pg).
Delivering accurate and consistent small RNA sequencing results has proven to be a significant challenge for many
genomic core facilities. Small RNA-Seq often begins with low or compromised RNA input derived from biofluids (plasma,
serum, urine, saliva), limited biopsy tissue, or formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue. These samples are
difficult to efficiently prep, requiring multiple labor-intensive steps including final PAGE purification of the tagged library.
Each processing step contributes to a loss of sample, impacting overall NGS sensitivity. Successful sequencing results are
impacted by ultra-low RNA inputs as scientists begin to routinely analyze “single cell” sample levels. The fidelity of RNASeq data is further compromised by the presence of adapter dimer contaminants that contain no library information
and interfere with RNA-Seq dynamic range and limits of detection.
Achieving suitable levels of sensitivity using low or ultra-low
total RNA samples has traditionally been very challenging due
to process impurity contaminants generated during library
prep, primarily the adapter dimer that forms during ligation.
When using low levels of starting material, these adapter dimers
preferentially amplify over the library, consuming expensive
reagents and out competing the library for critical NGS flow cell
space, resulting in a significant reduction of usable sequence
reads. These adapter dimer contaminants negatively affect assay
sensitivity, accuracy, reproducibility and data quality.
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Based on experience with commercially available kits and
frustrated with the inability to generate small RNA libraries from
ultra-low input samples, TriLink scientists hypothesized that 3’
'-adapter
KEY
and 5’ adapter oligonucleotides with chemical modifications
'-adapter
may cause inhibition of 3’ adapter to 5’ adapter ligation. Thus,
libraries of chemical modifications were screened to determine Figure 1. CleanTag modified adapters block adapter dimer formation
their impact on adapter dimer formation (Figure 1). These
investigations led to the identification of a modification pattern that effectively blocks
adapter-adapter formation allowing preferential ligation of small RNA targets.
The result of this research is TriLink proprietary CleanTag technology. Without adapter dimer interference the library
is optimally tagged, enabling higher sensitivity NGS and increased data quality. In addition, by blocking adapter
dimer formation CleanTag allows for full automation of the library preparation process using solid phase reversible
immobilization (SPRI) bead based methods instead of laborious and time intensive PAGE purification.
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CleanTag® Small RNA Library Preparation Kits:

Benefits for Core Facilities

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Increase mappable sequencing reads even with
ultra-low RNA inputs (10 pg)
Tag efficiently in samples with low sRNA abundance
Are optimized for samples with limited or
compromised RNA
Enable automated high throughput analysis by
eliminating PAGE purification
Provide high assay sensitivity and accuracy, resulting
in unmatched data quality

Achieve right first time results
Provide your customers with accurate, reproducible,
high fidelity data
Accept low and ultra-low RNA samples (Clip-Seq,
FACS-sorted cells, micro biopsies, biological fluids)
Increase library prep throughput with complete
process automation
Decrease library prep labor and overall costs
Compatible with Illumina® and Ion Torrent™ platforms

•
•
•
•

Observing the Adapter Dimer Problem

Following the Illumina® protocol, we compared TruSeq™
at the recommended minimum 1000 ng RNA input
utilizing 12 cycles of PCR against CleanTag at 100 ng using
15 cycles of PCR followed by 10 fold lower inputs down to
0.1 ng total RNA with 24 cycles of PCR (Figure 3).
The TruSeq™ methodology resulted in a complex and
variant mixture compared to the corresponding 100
ng CleanTag library. Furthermore, there is no evidence
of adapter dimer with the CleanTag method. As the
results show, high quality library formation continues to
be evident across the CleanTag samples including the
10 ng and 1 ng samples (considered low input) and the
100 pg sample (considered ultra-low input). This data
demonstrates the ability of the CleanTag kit to generate
high quality libraries from limited RNA inputs resulting in
accurate and consistent sRNA-Seq results.
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We analyzed total human brain RNA using the Illumina®
TruSeq™ Small RNA Library Prep Kit to establish a baseline
for comparative studies with CleanTag. Results showed
that as the amount of input RNA declined, adapter dimer
interference began to dominate the reaction (Figure 2).
At an input level of 10 ng RNA, the amount of dimer
reads exceeded the number of mapped miRNA reads,
impacting the sensitivity of the assay and the accuracy of
the results. These results aren’t surprising as the TruSeq™
Small RNA Library Prep method is optimized for use
with 1 µg of input RNA. Commercial kits typically require
300 ng to 1 µg purified total RNA for standard NGS and
consider low sample input to be 10-100 ng total RNA.
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Figure 2. NGS data using Illumina® TruSeq™ Small RNA Sample Prep with total human
brain RNA (gel purified).
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Figure 3. Library production by CleanTag at low RNA Inputs.
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Significant Savings in Small RNA-Seq Workflow
Small RNA libraries derived from miRNA, siRNA, or piRNA typically require purification prior to downstream sequencing
to remove the heterogeneous library product mixture that includes large amounts of adapter dimer, especially when
using low and ultra-low RNA inputs. Although high quality libraries from 1 µg RNA inputs may be purified using bead
based SPRI, the selectivity of the SPRI purification does not
enable poor quality libraries containing adapter dimer to
™
be adequately purified. When an SPRI purification fails to
provide usable libraries, the lab is forced to perform labor
and time intensive gel purification, assuming sufficient
sample retain is available. If no retain is available, the lab
must request more sample, rerun the adapter ligation and
PCR steps, then purify by gel electrophoresis. These repeated
steps consume costly reagents, increase labor, and reduce
sequencing lab throughput. CleanTag chemistry enables
automated high throughput SPRI, eliminating PAGE even
for low inputs, thus reducing reagent and labor costs, while
Figure 4. Increased sensitivity and no adapter dimer formation with CleanTag
delivering better results.
library prep kit.
To illustrate this, we used total human brain RNA samples and carried out TruSeq™ and CleanTag adaptor ligations, first
strand cDNA synthesis and PCR in parallel. Each small RNA-Seq prep was subjected to Agencourt® AMPure XP® bead
based purification yielding a library that was analyzed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The results (Figure 4) show a
clear advantage when using CleanTag as there was increased library formation (143 and 152 bp) relative to non-library
components, while containing virtually no adapter dimer.
We next investigated whether a streamlined AMPure XP® bead based method could be useful in applications where
lower input RNA is likely to be encountered. If high quality sequencing data was obtainable using CleanTag without gel
purification for these samples, it would enable a completely automated library preparation method.
Libraries were prepared using inputs of 100 ng down to 1 ng total brain RNA, using either the TruSeq™ or the CleanTag
adapters to compare library sequencing results for miRNA mapped sequence reads. The TruSeq™ method uses a gel
purified library for sequencing. The CleanTag libraries were processed in two ways, one set using gel purification and
the other using bead based purification via AMPure XP® beads (Figure 5). The results demonstrate that the number of
adapter dimer reads overtake the desired mapped miRNA sequence reads for the TruSeq™ gel purified method (left
panel) at 10 ng input. In contrast, the gel purified CleanTag library at 10 ng input total RNA (middle panel) provides
significantly more mapped reads and much lower adapter dimer interference. Even at very low input (1 ng total RNA),
the gel purified CleanTag library still provides 2 million mapped reads with <1% adapter dimer reads.
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Figure 5. TruSeq™ and CleanTag miRNA sequencing from gel or bead purified libraries.
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TriLink streamlined bead based workflow yield libraries with excellent mapped miRNA reads even down to 1 ng
total RNA input, representing a 5-fold greater read (Figure 5) than the non-usable adapter dimer reads. The data
shows that CleanTag technology can eliminate the need for gel purification during small RNA-Seq library preparation
for routine use with total RNA samples as low as 1 ng. This enables an automated, optimized and efficient process
offering significant cost and time savings to core facilities.

Small RNA-Seq Library Prep for Challenging Samples
After evaluating the performance of CleanTag technology using a number of standard and low input samples, the
CleanTag kit was evaluated with challenging samples from plasma for the identification of possible miRNA diagnostic
biomarkers. In this evaluation, a TriLink collaborator isolated RNA from a plasma sample and compared the CleanTag kit
protocol to a widely cited protocol (Vigneault, et. al., Curr. Protoc. Hum. Genet. April 2012) for miRNA library preparation
(Figure 6). Although both methods produced the expected library bands when analyzed by PAGE (at approximately
142 bp), the CleanTag crude libraries show a significant reduction in adapter dimer formation. The isolated small RNA
libraries, in duplicate, were sequenced on an Illumina® platform to evaluate the impact of the different methodologies
on the quality of the reads.

Figure 6. Polyacrylamide gel analysis of crude miRNA library. CleanTag process blocks adapter dimer formation.

The CleanTag method yielded 70-85% mapped
miRNA reads in the replicates. While the
Vigneault et. al. method provided ~50% mapped
miRNA reads (Figure 7). Even after purification,
15% of the reads were mapped to adapter dimer
and ~20% of the reads were not aligned for
the Vigneault et. al. method. The sequencing
results show that the CleanTag method provides
an increase in sensitivity and dynamic range
significantly impacting the number of quality
reads when detecting miRNA as compared to the
Vigneault et. al. method.
Figure 7. Sequencing results comparing library protocols.
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TriLink has also demonstrated the use of the CleanTag to prepare high quality libraries from a broad spectrum of
sample types, including breast cancer cell line MCF-7, human tracheal cells, universal human reference RNA and CD4+
T-helper cells (Figure 8). Additional studies carried out in collaboration with TriLink commercial partners and academic
researchers have also demonstrated excellent library preparation and sequencing results using low abundance RNA
samples from plasma, urine, FACS intestinal epithelial cells, and FFPE tissues.

Figure 8. Robust library preparation using the CleanTag kit with 10 ng inputs from a variety of sample types.

Small RNA Detection and Distribution
In another study, the CleanTag kit was compared with the New England BioLabs NEBNext® Small RNA Library Prep Kit
and the Illumina® TruSeq™ Small RNA Prep Kit. After sequencing was complete, the resulting data showed that while
there were 728 mapped reads in common to all three kits, an additional 91 mapped reads were unique to the CleanTag
kit compared to only 35 unique mapped reads for the TrueSeq™ kit, and 55 unique mapped reads for the NEBNext® kit
(Figure 9). The data demonstrates that all three kits tagged a majority of the same miRNA but the CleanTag kit tagged
a greater number and more diverse set of miRNA. This particular experiment illustrates CleanTag technology’s ability to
provide more and differentiated information about the sample.
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Figure 9. Comparison of mapped miRNA sequences
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Small RNA Libraries from Single-Cell Amounts
of Total RNA
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An additional performance evaluation of the
A)
120
CleanTag kit was done with ultra-low sample
100
inputs. Libraries were prepared using total human
80
brain RNA inputs ranging from 1000 ng down to
60
10 pg. These were analyzed on an Agilent 2100
40
BioAnalyzer (Figure 10). Three replicates of each
20
0
library from 100 pg and 10 pg input RNA were
pooled (Figure 10, panels A and B), the library band
was purified by agarose gel extraction, and then
analyzed (Figure 10, panel C). The data shows that B)
120
the CleanTag library was composed of primarily
100
small RNA down to 100 pg input RNA. Even at
80
10 pg input, small RNA continues to be readily
60
detected. The result is a highly pure library suitable
40
for sequencing, thus demonstrating the ability of
20
CleanTag technology to consistently improve library
0
construction with low expression miRNA or when
using ultra-low (10 pg) amounts of input RNA.
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Figure 10. sRNA library preparation from ultra-low RNA input quantities.

Conclusions
It is well known that the predominant obstacle in small RNA library preparation is adapter dimer formation. Adapter
dimer out-competes library amplification, decreases assay sensitivity and dominates valuable sequencing space,
especially at low inputs or with miRNA expressed at low levels. Overall, adapter dimer elimination is crucial as its
presence interferes with limits of detection, mandates multiple manual purification steps including gel extractions, and
prevents comprehensive library process automation.
We have demonstrated the ability to block adapter dimer formation with the use of chemically modified CleanTag
adapters. CleanTag adapters have also been shown to enable preparation of challenging sample types with ultra-low
levels of RNA such as Clip-Seq, CLASH, FFPE, FACS sorted cells, and biological fluids. Until now, small RNA-Seq of single
cell quantities was not possible with commercially available kits. Utilizing the CleanTag Small RNA Library Preparation
Kit we have successfully and reproducibly produced small RNA libraries resulting in high quality downstream NGS data
using 10 picograms of total RNA- comparable to single cell levels.
Delivering accurate and consistent small RNA sequencing results has proven to be a significant challenge for many
Genomic Core Facilities. With the introduction of CleanTag technology, it is now possible to successfully prepare
small RNA libraries with low or compromised inputs and still consistently deliver quality results. CleanTag enables the
elimination of multiple labor intensive steps including PAGE purification so small RNA-Seq samples can now be quickly
and efficiently prepared using automation platforms. CleanTag ligation chemistry also results in high assay sensitivity
and accuracy finally allowing “single cell” small RNA-Seq input levels to be sequenced on current NGS platforms. For
small RNA NGS, the sequence depth is no longer compromised by the presence of adapter dimer process contaminants.
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